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STAFF REPORT 
ACTION REQUIRED 

 

Potential Attrition Program to Reduce the Non-Union Staff 
Complement                            
 

Date: January 27, 2014 

To: City Council 

From: City Manager 

Wards: all 

Reference 

Number: 
 

 

 
SUMMARY 
 

 

There has been a significant amount of efficiency savings over the past three years which have 

minimized staffing levels to meet budgetary fiscal targets while maintaining service levels. The 

implementation of an attrition program and permanently deleting approved complement non-

union positions from the 2014 budget would have a direct impact on the City's ability to 

effectively deliver City programs and services to the residents of Toronto.  As in the past, staff 

will continue to review service processes to minimize staffing levels in 2015 and beyond through 

ongoing efficiency measures to meet budgetary targets. 

 

Since 2011, staff have addressed questions by the Budget Committee and Councillors related to 

the number of non-union and management staffing levels.  As a result, a review of the 

Management Span of Control, for the City of Toronto Public Service (TPS – excluding city 

agencies and corporations), was initiated by the City Manager and undertaken in the summer and 

fall of 2012 by Western Management Consultants (WMC).  WMC's findings determined that the 

City of Toronto's average manager span of control of direct reports was better than the public 

and private industry norm with the City having an average of about 9 (9 staff to manager ratio)  

compared to the private and public sectors industry norm of 5 to 8.   

 

Further, WMC conducted a review and concluded that the City of Toronto's manager span of 

control compared very favourably to similar organizations in Canada and the United States.  

Specifically, they conducted a comparative analysis to the City of Chicago and, after factoring in 

and accounting for the differences in organization structure and service delivery models, WMC 

stated, "Toronto's span of control is very favourable [i.e. better] than its American counterpart."  
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The result of the consultant review outlined in Appendix A, is that the TPS management levels 

have been reduced over the years to a level that is 'exemplary'.  

 

Within the Toronto Public Service, the recommended 2014 Operating Budgets will provide for a 

total of 3,998.6 Council approved permanent non-union (exempt and management) positions, 

including those positions previously approved in the rate budgets.  A reduction of 1% of 3,998.6 

permanent non-union positions (i.e., all City Divisions including Toronto Public Health, Solid 

Waste Management and Toronto Water) in 2014 represents 40 permanent positions.  In addition, 

there would be a further 120 permanent non-union positions to be reduced over the next four 

years to address an overall 160 permanent position complement reduction target representing 4% 

of all permanent non-union positions. The above number excludes any positions within the 

Offices of the Accountability Officers and Elected Officials. 

 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

The City Manager recommends that: 

 

1. City Council receive this report for information. 

 

Financial Impact 
 

City Divisions make necessary adjustments to their annual budget in order to meet their budget 

targets. All City Divisions continuously review their staffing complement (including 

management levels) and service requirements prior to filling any position and, as such, this is 

included in their review processes for the preparation of their annual budget submissions.   

 

The financial impact of deleting 40 permanent non-union positions would result in annual 

savings of approximately $4,760,000 (gross) and $3,693,750 (net), and over the next four years, 

have total savings of the 160 non-union permanent positions of $19,500,000 (gross) and 

$15,132,000 (net).  The Net costs factor in the Provincial cost sharing, and the Revenue & Rate 

(i.e., Toronto Water and Solid Waste Management) recoveries. However, any consideration of 

such an action should be deferred until a fulsome attrition strategy is adopted by Council.  

 

The Deputy City Manager and Chief Financial Officer has reviewed this report and agrees with 

the financial impact information. 

 

DECISION HISTORY 
  

At its meeting of January 8, 2014, the Budget Committee adopted the following motion: 

 

That the City Manager report directly to City Council on January 29, 2014, on a 

potential attrition program that could reduce the non-union staff complement by 1% in 

2014, and up to 4% over the next 4 years. 

 

http://app.toronto.ca/tmmis/viewAgendaItemHistory.do?item=2014.BU52.1 

http://app.toronto.ca/tmmis/viewAgendaItemHistory.do?item=2014.BU52.1
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ISSUE BACKGROUND 
 

In 2012, the City Manager contracted Western Management Consultants, an independent 

consulting firm, to conduct a review of the Manager Span of Control at the City of Toronto (see 

Appendix A: Service Efficiency Study Program, Management Span of Control Review, Report 

to the City Manager).  Their review included: 

 An analysis and review of other research and research literature undertaken in the private 

and public sectors regarding the issue of manager span of control; 

 A review of the management positions within the City of Toronto's divisions to 

determine whether the City of Toronto had the appropriate "number of direct reports" for 

its managers; and 

 A review of the management positions within the City of Toronto's divisions to 

determine whether the City of Toronto had the appropriate "number of reporting levels."   

 

 

COMMENTS 
 

Permanent Staffing Levels – 2007-2014 

 

Table 1 below provides the total number of Budget approved permanent positions (union and 

non-union), within the Toronto Public Service, for the period 2007 to 2014.  The table includes 

Toronto Public Health, Solid Waste Management and Toronto Water but excludes permanent 

positions within the Accountability Offices. 

 

Table 1: Total Approved Non-Union and Union Permanent Positions 2007 to 2014 

 

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 

23,148.7 23,444.8 24,130.8 24,154.5 24,046.6 23,038.6 23,238.6 23,436.1 

 +1.28% +2.93% +.1% -.45% -4.19% +.87% +.85% 

 

It should be noted that for 2007 to 2010, have permanent positions increased by 4.3%.  However, 

for 2010 to 2014, the positions decreased by 3%. 

 

Appendix B provides more specific detail regarding the changes to the total approved permanent 

position complement from 2007 to 2014 on a City division-by-division basis.  

The 2011 to 2012 budget reductions resulted in net reductions in the number of permanent 

positions of -4.2%. Where position increases are observed, they are generally a result of Council 

directed increases to expand program and service delivery, corporate restructuring that 

transferred resources from one division to another, or changes in legislative requirements to 

maintain staff ratios in fully funded provincial programs. Divisional complement increases are 

also a result of resource requirements to deliver large capital projects that drive customer service 

improvements and operational efficiencies across City Divisions, to operate and maintain new or 

enhanced infrastructure and to address operational service requirements to administer enhanced 

programs. Most position reductions resulted from the implementation of service efficiencies, 

outsourcing, and the 2011/12 Voluntary Separation Program. 
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It must be emphasized that the TPS (City Divisions) have had little, if any growth over the 2007-

2014 timeframe, while the City Agencies have grown by about 2,000 staff driven by the TTC 

and emergency services.  

 

Appendix C provides the approved permanent non-union position complement and the changes 

between the recommended budget for 2013 versus the proposed 2014 budget. 

 

A. Non-Union Positions 

 

The total number of employees within City Divisions, including Toronto Public Health, Solid 

Waste Management and Toronto Water, is approximately 34,000 employees.  This staff 

complement consists of union and non-union permanent, temporary, seasonal, part-time and 

recreation workers. 

 

The non-union position complement consists of exempt administrative professional staff, 

supervisors, managers, directors and above.  Of the approximate 4,000 non-union permanent 

positions widely distributed across City Divisions, approximately 2,300 or 6.7% (Chart 1) of the 

Total City employee complement of approximately 34,000 employees are managers.   

 

Chart 1:  Percentage of Managers to Total Staff Complement 

 

 
 

 

The other approximate 1,700 of the 4,000 permanent non-union positions are exempt 

administrative and professional staff.   As at October 13, 2013, the majority (i.e. 61.6%) of all 

non-union employees fall between grades 6 and 7.5 i.e. administrative, professional and 

supervisory levels.   

 

A large number of the non-union staff complement is located in divisions that fall, generally, 

under one of the following two categories: 

(1) City Divisions that have large numbers of unionized staff requiring 

management/supervision, for example, Parks, Forestry & Recreation, Toronto 

Employment & Social Services, Toronto Public Health, Children's Services and 

Transportation Services, or 

(2) City Divisions where the nature of the work is concentrated exempt and professional 

services, for example, Human Resources and Legal Services 

Union , 
Non-Union 
& Exempt 
Positions 
31,545 … 

Manager 
Positions 

2,292 
6.77% 

Active Workforce Headcount = 33,837 
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B. Management Span of Control 

 

Number of Manager Direct Reports 

 

The Management Span of Control review, for the City of Toronto's Toronto Public Service, was 

undertaken by Western Management Consultants (WMC).  Based on WMC's best practices 

research and experience, the City of Toronto established a standardized number of span of 

control minimums: 

 

(1) The standard "number of direct reports" are five (5) or more positions; and  

(2) The standard "number of reporting levels" are five (5) management reporting levels or 

less. 

 

Western Management Consultant stated that, based on their research and common industry-wide 

practices, generally, the average number of direct reports ranges from five (5) to eight (8) for the 

private and public sectors.  WMC's review determined that the City of Toronto's manager span of 

control average number of direct reports to be 8.8.  Therefore, WMC concluded that the City 

of Toronto has a higher direct report manager span of control than the average norm 

range.   Overall, WMC concluded that the City's number of direct report manager span of 

controls were within the broader public and private sector norms.   

 

Western Management Consultants calculated the City of Toronto's manager actual direct reports 

overall average as 16.29 (Table 2); however, they adjusted their number to an average of 8.8 by 

eliminating a number of 'outlier' positions from the calculation.  These outlier positions are, for 

example, supervisor and manager positions in Parks, Forestry & Recreation where they directly 

supervise very large numbers of staff (31+). 

 

Table 2: Manager Span of Control 

 

# Positions 

Span Range 

# of Managers 

With Span 

Percentage  

Of Managers 

Average Span 

for Range 

# Staff in Span 

Range 

1-4 506 22% 2.6 1,316 

5-10 965 42% 7.39 7,131 

11-15 385 17% 12.69 4,886 

16-20 185 8% 17.36 3,256 

21-30 84 4% 25.00 2,100 

31+ 167 7% 111.62 18,641 

Total 2,292 100% 16.29 <= Span overall 

 

Of the 506 manager positions with a span in the range of 1-4 above, the consultants indicated 

that in the large majority of cases, the exception was generally supported by the unique 

operational needs of the business and the specific geographic/site location coverage required. 

 

In summary, WMC's findings determined that the City of Toronto's average manager span of 

control direct reports was better than the public and private industry norm with the City having 

an average of 8.8 compared to the private and public sectors industry norm of 5 to 8.   
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Comparability of City of Toronto to Other Organizations  

 

Western Management Consulting also conducted a review and concluded that the City of 

Toronto's manager span of control compared very favourably to similar organizations in Canada 

and the United States.  Specifically, they conducted a comparative analysis to the City of 

Chicago and, after factoring in and accounting for the differences in organization structure and 

service delivery models, WMC stated, "Toronto's span of control is very favourable [i.e. better] 

than its American counterpart." 

 

Table 3: Span of Control: Comparable Organization Structures Adjusted Calculations 

 

Organization Adjusted Direct Report 

Average  

(Span of Control) 

 

Chicago 

 

 

7.1 

 

Toronto 

 

 

11.1 

 

Number of Manager Reporting Levels 

 

Western Management Consultants also provided a recommendation that the standard number of 

management reporting levels or layers for a lean management organization within a large 

complex enterprise-level organization should be 5 reporting levels.  There are 209 sections 

within the City Divisions and WMC's review determined that: 

 90.4% or 189 of all City divisional sections were within this five management reporting 

levels standard; and 

 9.6% or 19 of the City divisional sections had six management reporting levels and; 

 

WMC indicated that, in the large majority of cases, the City's existing organizational structures, 

including most of those with more than 5 reporting levels were supportable based on their scope 

of operations and the service level complexities within the City's organization.   

 

For those specific instances where the direct reporting management span of control and/or 

management reporting levels were found to be outside the City's established five standard, 

Western Management determined that the exception was often supported by the unique 

operational needs of the business and the specific geographic/site location coverage required.  In 

other cases, where there was a deviation from the standard, a divisional review and/or 

restructuring was already under way and the number of outliers have been subsequently reduced.  

City Divisions are reviewing the span of control principles as a factor in organization design and 

these considerations are part of the ongoing organization/job evaluation processes undertaken 

with Human Resources.   Since WMC's review was undertaken in 2012, the number of City 
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Divisions with more than five management levels has been further reduced as a result of re-

organizations and restructurings.     

 

Western Management Consultants did advise caution in giving too much emphasis to the issue of 

"management span of control" when evaluating the effectiveness of an organization's structure.  

They have recommended that it should be but one of many factors that needs to be considered 

and that forcing an organization to use a one-size-fits-all standard fails to take into consideration 

the unique needs and demands of service delivery. 

 

In summary, WMC determined: the number of management levels (or layers) within the City 

of Toronto was considered at or below the norm.   

 

 

C. Attrition Program Impacts 

 

City Divisions currently conduct regular reviews and make the necessary adjustments to their 

annual budget in order to meet their budget targets pressure and service delivery requirements.  

There has been an ongoing review for the past number of years resulting in fewer positions 

overall relative to the growing resident population in Toronto. To assume that the further 

elimination of management positions can be readily absorbed without operational impact does 

not consider operational requirements, health and safety obligations, management oversight and 

accountability, legislated and regulatory requirements and commitment to other external 

governments for service delivery (e.g., Toronto Employment & Social Services, Long Term Care 

Homes and Services, Emergency Medical Services, Toronto Public Health). Management and 

professional positions contribute in a large variety of ways including direct service delivery to 

the public (e.g., Planning, Health, emergency services etc).  The diverse occupational and 

professional qualification requirements and specific knowledge, skills and certification 

requirements for these non-union position reflect our changing work environment. 

  

The implementation of a managed attrition program that targets positions was previously 

implemented to reduce the staff complement i.e. the Voluntary Separation Program (VSP) in 

2011. It must be noted that the VSP had one-time payment costs of $13M resulting in permanent 

base budget reductions in future years. 

 

 

SUMMARY 
 

Deleting positions when they become vacant is an approach that would impact the ability of the 

City of Toronto to effectively deliver services to the public, and as such is not recommended.  In 

many circumstances it clearly would not be possible to delete vacant positions due to regulatory, 

health and safety or other operational requirements.  As outlined above, a review process is 

ongoing in City Divisions prior to filling positions and is included in part of the review process 

to meet annual budget targets.   

 

A review was conducted in 2012 by Western Management Consultants regarding the 

appropriateness of the number of direct reports for managers and the number of management 
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reporting levels within City Divisions.   Western Management Consulting concluded that at an 

average of 8.8 direct reports per manager across the City Divisions was above the private and 

public sector norms and concluded in their report as follows: 

 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

While there is no agreed upon standard for span of control, the average span for 

the City of Toronto (16.29) is exemplary, at least compared with what has been 

reported over the years and in various sources.  Even if positions with very high 

spans (greater than 30) are disregarded, the average span of 8.8 is still above the 

5-8 range that is often still recommended as ideal.  While peer cities for 

comparison are difficult to find, data available from Chicago indicates that 

Toronto compares very well with that city once organizational differences are 

taken into account. 

 

CONTACTS 

   

Brenda Patterson    John Livey 

Deputy City Manager, Cluster A  Deputy City Manager, Cluster B 

(416)338-7205    (416)338-7200 

bpatter2@toronto.ca    jlivey@toronto.ca 

 

 

Roberto Rossini    Bruce L. Anderson 

Deputy City Manager    Executive Director of Human Resources 

 & Chief Financial Officer   (416)392-4112 

(416)392-8773    banders2@toronto.ca 

rrossin@toronto.ca 

 

SIGNATURE 

 

 

________________________________   

Joseph P. Pennachetti 

City Manager 

 

 

ATTACHMENTS 
 

Appendix A:  Service Efficiency Study Program, Management Span of Control Review, Report 

to the City Manager  

(Western Management Consulting) 

 

Appendix B: Total Approved Permanent Positions 2007 to 2014 

 

Appendix C:  2014 Budget Committee Recommended Operating Budget Permanent Non Union 

(Management & Exempt) Positions 

mailto:bpatter2@toronto.ca
mailto:jlivey@toronto.ca
mailto:banders2@toronto.ca
mailto:rrossin@toronto.ca
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Appendix A 
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Appendix B: Total Approved Permanent Positions 2007 to 2013 
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Appendix C:  2014 Budget Committee Recommended Operating Budget 
                        Permanent Non Union (Management & Exempt) Positions 

 
 

 


